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Politics can be viewed as the search for consensus on underlying values to foster a sense of community.
This search challenges contemporary political and administrative leadership because the policy pro-
cess increasingly involves interactions among amorphous and unstable issue-oriented coalitions rather
than a smaller number of actors with more stable and predictable roles. This article discusses politics,
administration, and markets as separate ways of thinking—as decision-making perspectives—that pro-
duce a variety of expectations of accountability, often at odds. It presents a case study involving the con-
tracting out of foster care services in Kansas to illustrate these competing perspectives and examines
howmarket-based challenges to traditional political and administrative perspectives complicate expec-
tations of accountability. The result is a situation in which the challenge of accommodating three cross-
cutting expectations of accountability (derived from the three competing perspectives of politics, admin-
istration, and markets) makes the already complex job of public management even more difficult.

Politics can be viewed as the search for community, where community evolves in
part from the capacity of governing institutions to resolve issues involving conflict-
ing values. Political leadership is challenged to accomplish the public good through
processes and institutions that foster both efficiency and inclusion. These structures
and processes reflect as well as create shared values and goals, including consensus
on the role of government in creating or shaping a good society.

Government institutions, both political and administrative, play a crucial role in
community building, but they are not the sole elements, especially at a time when
market-based values greatly influence government reform. The goal of this article
is to develop a view of politics and administration that recognizes the impact of
market values on fundamental issues of governance such as accountability. This
exploratory effort begins by addressing theoretically the contemporary context of
political and administrative decision making and how the increased salience of
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market-based values influences that context. Then it describes how government
professionals traditionally approach their work as interpreters of politics and
administration and how market-based values have increased the complexity of their
job, complicating issues of accountability. A case analysis of the contracting out of
foster care services in Kansas illustrates the interaction between political, adminis-
trative, and market-based thinking and attendant challenges to accountability.

CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL AND
ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION MAKING

The Context of Contemporary Decision Making:
Turbulence, Issue Networks, and Markets

As our country becomes more diverse and politics become more inclusive, the
context of contemporary politics and administration is increasingly turbulent. The
causes of this diversity and turbulence are open to debate and may include changes
in political culture, laws, institutions, administrative procedures, and other vari-
ables beyond the scope of this article.

What is clear, though, is that this turbulence challenges the traditional view that
public policy making is a reasonably orderly process involving predetermined
actors with established interests and recognized standing. Instead, Heclo (1978),
Friedman (1999), and O’Toole (1997) argue that the decision framework used to
resolve political and administrative conflict shifts to “issue networks.” These are
“webs of influence” composed of a large number of participants whose interests are
activated extemporaneously, who often have no legal standing, and who have vary-
ing degrees of commitment to other actors and to established policy processes.

Also, although it commonly is thought that government’s primary purpose is to
respond to dysfunctional markets or their unintended consequences, in fact, the
opposite may be true as well. When political challenges overwhelm traditional
political and administrative capacity to the extent that collective action fails or is
perceived as failing (Chubb & Moe, 1990), there may be a decision (implicit or
explicit) to give up on collective action and let the market and individual choice deal
with the issue. Yergin and Stanislaw (1998) observe, “The world over, governments
have come to plan less, to own less, and to regulate less, allowing instead the fron-
tiers of the market to expand” (p. 13). Friedman (1999) makes a similar point as he
identifies the transformations that are occurring globally as capital, technology, and
information cross national borders at a pace unknown historically.

Contemporary Decision-Making Perspectives:
Politics, Administration, and Markets

It is important to note at the outset that the notion of markets as an alternative
decision strategy is not new to public administration. As Dahl and Lindblom (1953)
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pointed out years ago, markets represent a third way of making choices and allocat-
ing values, goods, and services. More recently, Considine and Lewis (1999) have
explored the differences empirically. Second, market-based service delivery mod-
els are not necessarily “antigovernment” (Kettl, 1993). Although some reductions
in public employment and spending over the past 20 years are clearly based on anti-
government values, the range of privatization options (including divestiture, fran-
chises, and service contracting) also reflects increased reliance on models of eco-
nomic rationality and competition to promote the more effective and efficient
delivery of public services (International City Management Association, 1989;
Moe, 1987; Savas, 1990, 2000; Sclar, 2000). And finally, although markets are a
manifestation of the “new public management” (NPM), they are neither the only
nor even the primary one. For example, Peters (1996, pp. 18-19) describes markets
as one of four such manifestations, the others being participation, flexibility, and
deregulation.

But markets are more than just an alternative to traditional systems of gover-
nance or an alternative strategy for making public policy decisions. They are also an
alternative decision-making perspective: a third way of thinking about and making
decisions that are allocational or distributive in nature (Carroll, 1997; Sclar, 2000).
Nalbandian (1994) describes politics and administration as contrasting perspec-
tives that elected officials and technically trained professional staff members bring
to their work and their relationships with one another. If “markets” are added to
Nalbandian’s dichotomous typology as a third perspective, this is how that perspec-
tive might be described (see Table 1):

• The source of control is market forces (supply and demand).
• The key market activity is “the deal” or “the contract” between buyers and sellers.
• The players are buyers and sellers.
• The focus is transactional, a direct interaction between individual buyers and sellers.
• Their conversation goes like this: “What are you buying or selling?” “What is it

worth?”
• The elements of buying and selling are goods, services, and contracts.
• The currency of the market is money, profit, and loss.
• The dynamic of the market is exchange.

Competing Expectations of Accountability:
Politics, Administration, and Markets

Nalbandian (1994) concludes that the role of the public administrator in general
and the chief administrative officer in particular is to translate between competing
and interacting frames of reference. Even though these perspectives often overlap,
they are as distinct as are those that distinguish one profession from another (Schön,
1983). In fact, the role involves more than translating; it expands to require inter-
preting and negotiating expectations and obligations.

Accountability relationships constitute the institutional arena where public
administrators have to manage diverse expectations. Accountability is achieved
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through the mechanisms, procedures, and strategies designed to communicate role
expectations between relevant authoritative groups and public administrators. Pub-
lic administrators often face combinations of expectations reflecting multiple,
diverse, changing, and conflicting pressures (Dubnick & Romzek, 1993). In the
United States, administrators typically work within a web of several overlapping
accountability relationships: hierarchical, legal, professional, and political. Each
reflects different behavioral expectations: obedience to organizational directives,
compliance with external mandates, deference to professional judgment and indi-
vidual expertise, and responsiveness to key external stakeholders (Romzek, 2000;
Romzek & Dubnick, 1987).

Multiple and conflicting expectations are widely understood as one conse-
quence of the traditional dichotomous view of politics and administration. Under
the perspective of politics, the fundamental expectation is responsiveness to key
stakeholders, but elected officials also face organizational rules, professional
norms, and legal standards. Under the perspective of administration, administrative
staff members face the challenge of accommodating the expectations of different
stakeholder groups, but the primary behavioral expectations emphasized are obedi-
ence to organizational policies and deference to professional expertise. For exam-
ple, even in a simple case of traffic safety, employing political standards might
require responsiveness to a neighborhood’s request for a stop sign at an intersection
that, according to professional standards, does not warrant one.

If we focus for an example on an urban setting and only on the political and
administrative arenas and more specifically on council-staff relations, there are
four sets of expectations and obligations that chief administrative officers must
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TABLE 1: Competing Decision-Making Perspectives

Characteristic Politics Administration Markets

Source of control Elections Law Discipline of markets

Activity Game Problem solving Buying and selling (deal
or contract)

Players Representatives (of Experts Producers (sellers) and
citizens and taxpayers) consumers (buyers)

Focus Collective political Bureaucratic admini- Individual decisions and
decisions strative decisions transactions

Conversation “What do you hear?” “What do you know?” “What are you buying or
selling?”

“What is it worth?”

• Stories • Reports • Contracts

Elements Intangible: interests Tangible: money, infor- Tangible: goods, services,
and symbols mation, people, things and contracts

Currency Power (stories) Knowledge (deeds) Money, profit, gain

Dynamics Conflict, compromise, Stability, cooperation, Flexibility, exchange
and change and continuity



work with. First, there are the expectations that elected officials have of staff mem-
bers. Second, there are the obligations to staff members that elected officials are
willing to accept to enhance the probability that staff members will fulfill the
elected body’s expectations. Third, there are the expectations that staff members
have of the governing body. And last, there are the obligations that staff members
are willing to undertake to enhance the probability that the governing body will ful-
fill staff members’ expectations. The chief administrative officer’s role in a local
government is to manage an ongoing process whereby these expectations and obli-
gations are explored and resolved and then explored again and resolved again and
so on. In council-manager cities in particular, this is a common dynamic, and effec-
tive city managers have to be adept at it.

The addition of markets as a third perspective complicates the traditional con-
flict between politics and administration that public administrators must contend
with as part of their responsibility for government operations. It adds another way
of thinking about public problems and another factor in calculating expectations
and the formalizing of those expectations into elements of accountability. Because
service contracting occurs within the context of traditional political and administra-
tive expectations of accountability, successful contract management requires
understanding how the “overlay” of a market perspective affects the content and
interaction of the three perspectives, including their associated sources of authority.
The relatively simple and familiar two-by-two matrix described in Table 2 becomes
a two-by-three matrix (Table 3), without a neat way, either practically or theoreti-
cally, of connecting the three sets of expectations and obligations. This complexity
is increasingly being documented in contemporary research (Gooden, 1998).

Under the perspective of politics, the fundamental expectation is responsiveness
to key stakeholders (though elected officials also face organizational rules, profes-
sional norms, and legal standards). From a political perspective, privatization or
service contracting responds to public beliefs that government can be made more
efficient by forcing it to emulate and rely on the marketplace and business methods.
Studies of whether the private sector is in fact more efficient, effective, or innova-
tive than government (Grote, 2000; Sclar, 2000) or of what factors might contribute
to the effective adoption of privatization and service contracting by government
agencies (Sclar, 2000; Siegel, 1999) are less important than the political respon-
siveness symbolized by the commitment itself. One manifestation of such respon-
siveness is the fact that (regardless of other outcomes) privatization does cut the
“size” of government by shifting functions to nongovernmental organizations.

Under the perspective of administration, administrative staff members face the
challenge of accommodating the expectations of different stakeholder groups, but
the primary behavioral expectations emphasized are obedience to organizational
authority and deference to professional expertise in general. From an administra-
tive perspective, contracts with nongovernmental entities offer an increasingly pop-
ular option for meeting the obligations embodied in law and political mandates.
Even with contracting, government bureaucracies remain responsible for carrying
out the law within a set of expectations of accountability that constitute an
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important piece of the perspective of administration. Balancing multiple sets of
expectations while administering a law creates a bureaucratic culture in which fair-
ness, procedure, stability, long-term perspectives, and political sensitivity are val-
ued (Wilson, 1989).

Under the perspective of markets, calls for contracting or privatization anticipate
narrowing the expectations considered in the provision of the service to those speci-
fied in the contract, benchmarking each contractor’s efficiency (quality, quantity, or
timeliness of service) against competitors and enforcing expectations through legal
and administrative contract compliance mechanisms. From a market perspective,
service contracting or privatization presumptively includes the expectations of the
public agency (“the buyer”) and the contractor (“the seller”), as defined by the con-
tract. From the vendor’s standpoint, the contract provides the authority and finan-
cial incentive to act within a previously restricted domain. The vendor is driven by
the need to flexibly respond to client needs to fulfill the outcomes specified in the
contract. The contract is drawn to provide the financial means to do so. But the flex-
ible, short-term, customer-centered perspective clashes with the perspective of
government administration. Contractors seek flexibility in rules, procedures, and
processes, an accountability approach that is sometimes alien to an administrative
perspective that emphasizes fairness and opportunity for appeals. (However,
Considine and Lewis’s [1999] exploratory work could challenge these contrasts.
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TABLE 2: Expectations of Accountability by ElectedOfficials and StaffMembersOperating
Under Two Competing Decision-Making Perspectives

Politics Administration

Expectations Expectations elected officials have of Expectations staff members have of
staff members elected officials

Obligations Obligations of elected officials to staff Obligations of staff members to elected
members officials

TABLE 3: Expectations of Accountability by Elected Officials, Staff Members, and Vendors
Operating Under Three Competing Decision-Making Perspectives

Politics Administration Markets

Expectations Expectations elected offi-
cials have of staff
members

Expectations staff members
have of elected officials

Expectations vendor has of
elected officials

Expectations elected
officials have of vendor

Expectations staff members
have of vendor

Expectations vendor has of
staff members

Obligations Obligations of elected offi-
cials to staff members

Obligations of staff mem-
bers to elected officials

Obligations of vendor to
elected officials

Obligations of elected offi-
cials to vendor

Obligations of staff mem-
bers to elected officials

Obligations of vendor to
staff members



They found that differences in work styles or orientations in Australian welfare
organizations are not determined by who owns the agency.)

POLITICS, ADMINISTRATION, AND MARKETS
IN THE KANSAS FOSTER CARE REFORM

Now that we have presented the conceptual model that shows how the introduc-
tion of markets as a third constellation of values complicates the role expectations
and accountability of public administrators, we will use Kansas foster care to show
that effectively contracting out a government service involves much more than
developing and monitoring a contract. There are laws to carry out and agreements
to fulfill in the arena of foster care. For state administrators, these responsibilities
include ensuring the safety and well-being of children who are wards of the state;
ensuring equity, fairness, and responsiveness in the treatment of children and fami-
lies who are part of the foster care system; and paying attention to political direction
from the state legislature.

The Case Study: Antecedents and Objectives
of Foster Care Reform

In January 1996, the state of Kansas began privatizing substantial portions of its
social services, including Medicaid case management, Medicaid managed care,
family preservation, foster care and reintegration, and adoption components of the
state’s child welfare system. The initial impetus to the reform was a lawsuit filed in
1993 by the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) on behalf of children in the
state’s foster care system alleging that they were not receiving adequate foster care.
The lawsuit was settled through a negotiated agreement under which the state com-
mitted itself to improving services to children who were wards of the state. The
state then contracted with nongovernmental organizations for services that the
Kansas Department of Social and Rehabilitation Services (SRS) previously had
provided. These included case planning, service provision, the day-to-day deci-
sions concerning family preservation, foster care, and adoption services for chil-
dren legally under SRS custody. Since 1995, monitoring for compliance with the
terms of this settlement with the ACLU has been assigned to Children’s Rights, Inc.
External evaluations of contractor performance conducted by James Bell Associ-
ates (1999a) for the state of Kansas represent what the external reviewer called the
“most comprehensive restructuring of a state [social service] system they had seen”
(James Bell Associates, 1999b, p. 145).

The goal of the reform was to contain costs while creating incentives for the effi-
cient and effective movement of children through the foster care system into perma-
nent placements. In an ideal situation, this type of privatization or service contract-
ing would benefit all. First, it would meet elected officials’ interest in cutting
the ever-increasing costs of social services, shrinking the size of an unwieldy
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“monster” social service agency, and imposing a market-based discipline that
government had not achieved on its own (Johnston & Romzek, 1999a, 1999b;
Wallin, 1997). Second, it was intended to help program administrators define and
limit service demands, benchmark performance standards, and pinpoint adminis-
trative accountability. Third, contract negotiations among competing providers
were intended to lead to better services at a lower cost for taxpayers and clients
(Donahue, 1989; Kettl, 1993; Miranda & Lerner, 1995; Pack, 1987; Savas, 2000;
Schlesinger, Dorward, & Pulice, 1986; Sclar, 2000). And finally, reform would
benefit contractors by aggressively increasing their “market share” in the social ser-
vice area.

However, this situation in Kansas was not entirely driven by these idealized
advantages. The logic of the political perspective played a large role in foster care
reform. Political pressure produced an ideologically driven decision to contract out
foster care services (Donahue 1989; Kettl, 1993; Savas 1990, 2000; Smith &
Lipsky, 1993). In the mid-1990s, both the governor and the secretary of SRS were
strong proponents of privatization, and there was intense support in the state legis-
lature for downsizing. Delivering on 1994 campaign promises soon after taking
office, the governor instructed his cabinet to look for services they could privatize.
The secretary of SRS enthusiastically pursued this mandate; in fact, “no other
agency . . . outpaced SRS at privatization” (Shields, 1998g, p. 1A). The secretary
realized early in her term that the agency’s caseloads for foster care and adoption
caseworkers were excessive and that the legislature would not support new SRS
hires to reduce caseloads. As part of the political maneuverings, in return for a
greater financial commitment by the state, the secretary embraced contracting;
she moved quickly to contract out most state foster care and adoption services
(J. Allegrucci, personal communication, May 30, 2000).

The administrative perspective behind the privatization of foster care empha-
sized solving the interrelated problems of inadequate funding, excessive caseloads,
and the inadequate tracking of children in the foster case system. The administra-
tive pieces brought to bear on the problem included a greater financial investment
by the state, lower caseload ratios, and greater flexibility in child placements. To
implement the reform, administrators faced pressure to create new ways of doing
business within the agency and new professional norms to support these new
approaches. When SRS contracted with nongovernmental organizations to provide
foster care, the state retained responsibility for managing and monitoring the con-
tract it let, as is true in most governmental contracting (Gooden, 1998; Posner,
1999). Although SRS itself underwent a dramatic downsizing and reorganization,
administrative concerns for equity, quality of care, and accountability remained
(Legislative Division of Post Audit, 2000).

The market perspective is reflected in the design of the foster care contracts. By
March 1997, foster care services were contracted out to three nongovernmental
entities—Kaw Valley Center, Kansas Children’s Service League, and United Meth-
odist Youthville—to provide services in the five different service regions of the
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state. Under the reform, contractors provide all traditional tangible foster care ser-
vices, including foster and group home care, reintegration services, and mental
health treatment, to all juveniles in state custody who are not in the juvenile
offender category (Petr & Johnson, 1999). Contractors enjoy greater administrative
flexibility than state agencies. They operate under a managed care model and are
reimbursed at a rate ranging from $12,800 to $15,500 per case, with fiscal incen-
tives consistent with the goal of family reunification or adoption.

The experience of contractors under foster care has been one of failure to meet
contract specifications or obligations and failure to meet their own expectations
about the degree of fiscal and community support, autonomy, and scrutiny associ-
ated with their responsibilities (James Bell Associates, 1999a, 1999b; Legislative
Division of Post Audit, 2000). Contractors have faced unexpectedly high case-
loads; fiscal stress; and extraordinary scrutiny from third-party contract evaluators,
the media, the state legislature, child advocacy groups, the courts, and the gover-
nor’s office. As a result, contractors are not happy. In new contracts for fiscal year
(FY) 2001, the state is requiring more from bidders for emotionally disturbed chil-
dren. Joyce Allegrucci, the assistant secretary of SRS, is quoted as saying that SRS
made changes to “clear up some technical things that have been in limbo and to
make for a smooth transition in and out the different systems” (Ranney, 1999a,
p. 3B).

Conflicting Decision-Making Perspectives
and Expectations of Accountability

The experience in the state of Kansas with foster care reform may be yet another
instance of an impossible job (Hargrove & Glidewell, 1990). Human services
(including foster care) often present problems without ideal solutions. But beyond
this, all parties encountered difficulties reflecting their varied decision-making per-
spectives. Conflicting perspectives and crosscutting expectations were evident in
issues related to the speed of the reform, costs, program design, and accountability.
Although these issues are addressed below sequentially, they are closely interre-
lated facets of the reform that are difficult to disentangle operationally.

Speed of the Reform

Kansas moved very quickly with its reform and left many details to be worked
out after legislative action. This speedy approach to contracting reflected a triumph
of the political over the administrative perspective, including the need to move
quickly before opposition could effectively block the reform. Political pressures for
reform and contractor interest in providing services undermined scrutiny of the pro-
vider environment, an essential prerequisite for successful contracting (Kettl, 1993;
Sclar, 2000). A 1998 report by a children’s welfare advocacy group, Kansas Action
for Children, characterized the situation this way (quoted in Shields, 1998c):
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“No evidence exists that Kansas considered other options for system reform,” the
report states. “What is evident is that Kansas pursued privatization of child welfare
services with a vigor rarely seen in state government. Certainly national child wel-
fare authorities, even at the time of the Kansas decision, cautioned about the
importance of planning and preparation to ensure the success of privatization ini-
tiatives. However, the politics of the Kansas child welfare situation did not afford a
long planning and preparation period. The Kansas attitude seemed to be transition
now and work out the details later.” (p. 4B)

The preponderance of evidence indicates that many SRS contracting decisions
resulted from agency responsiveness to political pressures as opposed to analyses
of the economic and provider market conditions necessary for a good contracting
environment (Legislative Division of Post Audit, 1997). Strong pressures to con-
tract for foster care services muted decision makers’ assessments of the provider
environment and inhibited the kind of advanced administrative planning and analy-
sis that would normally accompany such a major change in policy direction. As a
result, planning necessary for the contract’s implementation was short circuited.

In subsequent interviews, the secretary of SRS noted that the agency had proba-
bly proceeded more quickly than it should have, given the level of planning appro-
priate for such a reform. An administrative perspective would have entailed much
more extensive investigation, planning, and program design before reform imple-
mentation, typically resulting in an incremental approach or the use of a pilot pro-
ject to field test the reform before adopting it statewide. But a key policy official
within SRS explained why political objectives proved compelling to legislators and
citizens and overrode logical administrative considerations:

An incremental approach was considered and rejected by both the [Governor
Graves] administration and the legislature . . . . The question of piloting this some-
where was a topic of some extended discussion. We decided not to. It was a parity
issue. There’s no reason one area [of the state] shouldn’t get what the other gets. How
do you decide who gets made whole and who doesn’t? (Shields, 1998g, p. 5A)

Contractors also felt that they would have benefited from a longer planning
period. They found that the data and projections provided by SRS were often inade-
quate and inaccurate and that client mental health needs (and costs) far exceeded
expectations (Ranney, 2000d).1

Costs

The speed of the reform left many program issues unresolved. The issue of costs
highlighted differences in the political and market perspectives. Elected officials
and state administrators were motivated to improve foster care and to save money.
Contractors indicated in personal interviews that they were motivated to expand
their services and income through state contracts; they anticipated that they could
continue to provide the services they had in the past but could reach a much larger
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population. Unfortunately, the expected cost savings were not realized. The state
found that the costs of contracting out these foster care services were much higher
than initially envisioned. Inadequate cost and caseload projections led to unantici-
pated costs for the state and fiscal stress for contractors. Both the state and the con-
tractors had to deal with contingencies they had not anticipated during the contract
planning period.

Although these contracts originally were bid competitively, the contracts’ terms
and amounts have been renegotiated annually ever since (Shields, 1999a). For
example, in FY 1998, the first full year under privatization, SRS paid foster care
contractors $60 million. A year later, the contracts cost SRS $108.5 million. In FY
2000, SRS spent $91 million on contracts (D. Jordan, personal communication,
November 21, 2000; Ranney, 1999a). The state also faces the expense of recruiting
more families to serve as foster parents. Toward that end, the state legislature appro-
priated an additional $22.4 million for FY 1999 and FY 2000 to bring new foster
parents into the system (Ferguson, 1999).

In spite of these increases, the state continues to feel pressured by contractors to
increase reimbursements even further. As the governor noted 3 years into the
reform,

The dilemma we have in foster care, like dilemmas we have in several other social
service programs, is we’re at the point where we’re dealing with a very limited
number of “sole source providers,” and when you get into contractual relationships
where there’s virtually no competition, you’re in a pretty difficult spot if the pro-
vider says, “Here’s what it’s going to take for us to do this, or else.” (Ranney,
2000c, p. 4A)

When the state has found viable competitors, it has demonstrated a willingness
to switch contractors. For FY 2001, the state switched contractors for two of the
five service regions (Regions 1 and 4). The contractors who were not renewed
for these regions retain contracts for foster care services for Regions 2 and 5
(Ranney, 2000f).2

Another cost issue is the fiscal stress associated with the typically slow pace of
reimbursement and the often low level of reimbursement rates (Koger, 2000). Both
considerations have threatened many nongovernmental contractors (Johnston,
2000; Milward, 1996). Contractors have occasionally been bankrupted; more
often, they simply withdraw from the contracts or do not seek to renew difficult
contracts. Contractors report a greater need for foster care services than state fund-
ing can cover (Shields, 1998a).3 For the first 3-year contracts, the state’s payments
to foster care contractors were periodic and based on each child’s success moving
through the system. In response to contractors’ fiscal stress, the new 1-year con-
tracts negotiated for FY 2001 provide for monthly payments to contractors on the
basis of the number of children in each contractor’s care. Joyce Allegrucci
observed, “We think going to monthly payments is a more fair way to pay contrac-
tors, and it should clear up a lot of the cash flow problems” (Ranney, 2000e, p. 1A).
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Since the onset of the contracting regime, three of the five contractors have encoun-
tered financial difficulties.4

Yet another aspect of fiscal stress that has had troubling consequences for clients
is the incentive for contractors and subcontractors to disagree over who has respon-
sibility to provide services under the managed care model used for foster care. One
child advocate noted that there have been reports of haggling between contractors
over who pays for young clients’ services, especially in the area of mental health,
where the need for services far exceeded expectations. For example, SRS was court
ordered to have counseling provided for two particular children

who were victims of extraordinary abuse. Lutheran Social Services and Youthville
were negotiating over who was going to provide these services. It went on for an
extraordinary amount of time. Meanwhile, the children weren’t receiving services.
Now they deny it was a matter of who was going to pay. Now they say they were
just negotiating over what type of services [were needed]. “Before privatization,”
[the children’s advocate said], “it took two people to make something happen for a
child. Now it requires a meeting of eight or nine people, including those from SRS,
the contractors and the courts to make something happen.” (Shields, 1998g, p. 4A)

These increased coordination requirements result in increased transaction costs
for all concerned—the state agency, the provider, and the clients—with most of
the cost borne by the providers and the clients.

Program Design

The program design features of this reform are an example of political and mar-
ket perspectives overruling an administrative perspective. The design of the foster
care reform followed the managed care model; it is structured to give contractors
financial incentives to provide good services and contain costs. The administrative
perspective in this instance is articulated in a report of the U.S. General Accounting
Office (GAO) that noted the challenges of using a managed care model in the foster
care area, as compared to the more typical use of managed care models for general
health services:

“One significant difference is that most child welfare services are delivered on an
involuntary basis . . . imposed on unwilling clients at the direction of the courts,
police or social workers,” the report states. “In these situations . . . it may not be
appropriate to assume that a limited number of visits or treatments will resolve
longstanding daily issues that have led to child abuse or neglect.” (Shields, 1998f,
p. 6B)

An early problem with the reform was a surprising increase in the number of
children in foster care, which put unexpectedly high demands on contractors to hire
social workers and find foster homes. As a result, children did not move through
foster care—either through a safe return to their parents, adoption, or turning 18—
anywhere nearly as quickly as state officials had hoped (James Bell Associates,
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1999a). As late as December 1999, one contractor representative noted that case-
load demands were still inexplicably high: “Things are still very unpredictable.
We’ve not been able to detect trends or patterns” in referrals (Ranney, 1999b,
p. 3A). (According to SRS officials, the increase is due to state staff members hav-
ing more time to fully investigate complaints and document the need for foster care
services [McLean, 1999b]). As a result, contractors found themselves over capac-
ity. For example, the CEO of Kaw Valley Center, B. Wayne Sims, wrote in a memo
that “Kaw Valley Center anticipates utilizing our residential facilities beyond
licensed capacity for an interim period of time” (Shields, 1998g, p. 4A). An exter-
nal evaluation of the first 6 months of 2000 reported a hopeful trend toward stabiliz-
ing the number of children in foster care, with the number of children exiting
slightly exceeding the number entering the system (James Bell Associates, 2000).

The perspective of markets is often strained when a program’s design presents
contractors with extraordinary expectations or difficult cases, expectations that
often run counter to market-based ways of thinking about service delivery. This is
because when a nongovernmental organization contracts to provide state services,
it also must assume the state’s obligation to serve all clients in need. The perfor-
mance expectation under the market model is that a willing buyer (in this case, the
state of Kansas) and a willing seller (the foster care contractor) exist and that both
parties have sufficient knowledge to agree on an informed contract. Given the lack
of knowledge about costs for services (especially when those services are not well
defined), the costs of incomplete information are added to the providers’ costs of
contracting for the services. There is also the potential for asymmetrical informa-
tion costs to the state when there is a lack of provider competition, as was the cir-
cumstance in this case.

In addition, in foster care contracting, contractors must accept some non-market-
based conditions that make service provision a challenge. For example, the “no
reject, no eject” policy makes it difficult for foster care contractors to control case-
loads or to project staff and housing needs. Providers cannot refuse to care for a
child when SRS and the courts deem it necessary to remove the child from his or her
family’s home (James Bell Associates, 1999b, p. 51), even when the contractor
might wish to decline cases because demand exceeds space or staff capacity. Con-
tractors must also be prepared to accept custody of a child with as little as 4 hours of
advance notice. This is good public management in that the contractor’s responsi-
bility is explicitly articulated. However, the experience of these contractors sug-
gests that the quality of service delivery (and hence the clients) can suffer if the pro-
vider does not have the administrative infrastructure to support the policy.

The no reject, no eject policy also makes it difficult for providers to concentrate
on a targeted market niche and hence presents challenges to contractors’ long-
established practices. Most market models assume that sellers can decide which
market “niches” to target. Market efficiencies come from concentrating resources
in areas of special expertise and not offering services that fall outside that range.5

Another program design problem was based on a faulty assumption by planners
regarding staffing. To cope with their new responsibilities, the contractors faced
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pressures to hire substantial numbers of social workers and group foster home staff
members. In designing the program, the state and prospective contractors errone-
ously assumed that most state social workers would take jobs with the private con-
tractors because their foster care jobs were being discontinued with the state. The
bulk of state social workers chose to switch to new programs within the state (e.g.,
child welfare, adult protective services, etc.) rather than leave state employment. As
a result, the pool of labor was much thinner than program designers and contractors
anticipated.

Staffing capacity is an essential component of contract management effective-
ness. This faulty assumption of workforce capacity put extraordinary strains on the
foster care system, especially for contractors and clients (children in foster care,
foster care families, and the original abusive families). To cope, contractors aggres-
sively recruited new staff members. For example, the president of one nonprofit
contractor, Kaw Valley Center, noted that the organization went from 225 employ-
ees to more than 900 in 1 year as it sought to deal with its new responsibilities under
privatization (Shields, 1998b). External evaluations indicate that private contrac-
tors have had difficulty finding and keeping properly trained voters. “Due to the
considerable change the Kansas child welfare system has undergone in the last few
years, foster child and adoption workers assigned to providing direct service to chil-
dren continue to often be young and inexperienced” (James Bell Associates, 2001,
p. 1). The League of Women Voters reported that contractors “had to scour the land-
scape, so to speak, for social workers. [They] . . . often hired people who had little or
no experience” (Shields, 1999c, p. 1B). Reports suggest that the staffing shortages
placed overwhelming demands on those social workers who were working for fos-
ter care contractors and that these stresses resulted in high turnover.

Accountability

Large caseloads and fiscal stress are operational problems that can arguably be
viewed as part of the transition phase of the reform. Accountability issues, on the
other hand, present a more long-standing challenge in the accommodation of the
different perspectives because of dramatic changes in traditional roles for both the
administrative agency and the contractors.

The political perspective emphasizes responsiveness to the needs of children
and to taxpayers. Elected officials want to avoid harm to children and are inclined to
respond to stories of success and/or failure within the foster care system. Elected
officials act on these stories. And when stories suggest problems, elected officials
are quick to call for investigations and audits. Once foster care contracts were let,
the political perspective was evident in legislators’ reactions when they heard sto-
ries about problems with the new system from constituents in various areas around
the state. Legislators urged the Legislative Division of Post Audit to investigate the
practices of all foster care contractors, not just the one receiving the most com-
plaints (McLean, 1999a). One legislator commented, “I’ve heard comments in
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confidence from professionals that really give me concern, and I can’t reconcile
them with the numbers we see [from the audit]” (Shields, 1998d, p. 3A).

Elected officials also responded to stories by reminding state administrators that
they retain ultimate responsibility for the well-being of children regardless of any
contracts that are let. That being the case, state administrators take an administra-
tive perspective, which emphasizes monitoring the performance of contractors for
quality, equity, and fairness in their delivery of foster care services: traditional
though not exhaustive government criteria of effectiveness. State administrators
found themselves working hard to get a handle on foster care contractors’ perfor-
mance, a challenge made even greater by agency downsizing. James Bell Associ-
ates (another contractor) provides detailed periodic audits of foster care contractor
performance. Contracting practices also have been subject to administrative scru-
tiny by the Legislative Division of Post Audit (1995, 1997, 1998). Outside evalua-
tions found serious contractor shortfalls in meeting performance standards (James
Bell Associates, 1999b, chap. 5; 2000). If an administrative perspective alone pre-
vailed, these contracts would probably have been canceled because of contractors’
inability to meet many of the contractually specified benchmarks. But administra-
tors are aware of the political support for contracting, as well as the legislative view
by some that the vendors were constituents (D. Jordan, personal communication,
May 30, 2000), and they also recognize that like it or not, the state no longer has the
capacity to provide these services directly.

Agencies beyond SRS have been drawn into the accountability issue, including
the Kansas Department of Health and Environment (KDHE), the agency responsi-
ble for licensing child care and fielding complaints. Chris Ross-Baze, director of
child care licensing and registration at KDHE, noted that “the number of com-
plaints that have been received in the family foster home and residential care facili-
ties programs have been overwhelming and exceeded initial projections” (Myers,
1999). Some performance was so poor that the state pulled the license of one of the
main group homes run by the contractor in Kansas City. The state issued a suspen-
sion order and a fine, the maximum allowed by law, for a five-page list of violations,
including overcrowding and untrained or undocumented staff members (due in part
to the stress on capacity during the transition). This issue of accountability reflects
contractors’ inability to gear up for the substantial increase in the range and number
of services under the contract. The contractors’ increased caseloads, difficulty hir-
ing social workers, and obligation to work with the no reject, no eject policy meant
that contractors, who previously could have declined to accept another child if staff
or facilities were at capacity, did not have this option. Hence, they found themselves
with noteworthy accountability issues.

Critics are also concerned that SRS officials have been too reluctant to exercise
their mandated responsibility for contractor oversight by “second guessing” con-
tractors’decisions. Once again, we see competing decision-making perspectives at
work. What program administrators see as appropriate delegation to contractors
(under the administrative perspective) looks to critics (reflecting the politics per-
spective) like the abdication of responsibility. As one critic noted,
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Although state welfare officials still have ultimate responsibility for the fate of
children in state custody, state social workers in the field now are less likely to
exert their legal authority to make decisions on behalf of children and more likely
to rubber-stamp decisions made by the contractors who have incentive to cut cor-
ners because the state pays contractors on a predetermined, fixed-cost basis.
(Shields, 1999b, p. 3B)

In recognition of these concerns, a follow-up volunteer group, the Continuous
Quality Improvement Council, was established by SRS to evaluate the state’s
privatization of child welfare services over a 3-year period beginning in 1998.
The 20-member council includes both critics and supporters of privatization and
meets quarterly (Shields, 1998e).

Different views of contractor accountability also highlight the difference
between the market and administrative perspectives. Contractors who assume
responsibility for public programs often find themselves required to comply with
rules and regulations that mirror government operations (Smith & Lipsky, 1993).
U.S. GAO testimony to Congress in 1998 (quoted in Shields, 1998f) noted that

private contractors have found themselves becoming quasi-governmental entities
as they assume what were formerly public agency functions, such as direct respon-
sibility for complying with federal and state procedural and paperwork require-
ments; hiring, training, and retaining qualified staff . . . and monitoring a network
of service providers. (p. 6B)

Contractors, reflecting a market perspective, want clear performance expecta-
tions that define (and also limit) their responsibilities and sufficient latitude to
pursue agreed-on goals according to their sense of acceptable business prac-
tices. From contractors’perspective, the heightened scrutiny that epitomizes the
oversight concerns of politicians, program administrators, and the public may
be seen as burdensome and unanticipated government interference and “red
tape.” The vice president of one of the Kansas contractors put it this way:

“We’ve never been scrutinized and criticized in our 30 year history as much as we
have in this last year [since privatization]” said Marilyn Alstrom, a KVC [Kaw Val-
ley Center] vice president. “It’s so easy for others to take and criticize. But when
we ask them to volunteer and work with us in making changes, no one wants to step
forward.” Officials at the nonprofit corporation said they have felt beleaguered by
a barrage of negative press reports and faultfinding by government inspectors.
They are attempting to help the most difficult of Kansas children, they said, with
too few resources, too little help from communities, and not enough money from
the state . . . . “People who criticize and cry the loudest usually have the least
amount of knowledge. When people would rather go to the media or the Legisla-
ture than us, then we can’t work the problems out face-to-face and one-on-one. I
think SRS took a lot of bashing (over foster care) and I think maybe Kaw Valley has
stepped into that role. Because privatization is brand new, we have assumed some
of that criticism. We don’t want to go back and relive the year, but everyone is more
determined than ever to make privatization work.” (Shields, 1998a, p. 4A)
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There is more than just a beleaguered perception behind these observations. In
part, the lack of help is due to reduced state public management capacity, but
there is also an expectation that contractors should handle this aspect of service
delivery themselves.6

Contractors often get caught in crosscutting expectations articulated by the
courts, specified in state contracts, and held by communities, expectations that
some administrative agencies confront regularly. For example, one of the perfor-
mance standards for foster care is that if at all possible, contractors are expected to
house children near their families’homes. The hope behind this standard is that the
children in foster care will be able to sustain some continuity in their schools, fam-
ily, and friendship networks. But when contractors have tried to establish group
homes in communities to meet this expectation, they have often encountered com-
munity resistance. The vice president of one foster care contractor explained it this
way:

We hear from the courts that they want to keep kids in their communities and not
have their kids sent to downtown Kansas City. So we ask the communities to open
up services [locally] so we can keep kids close to their parents. But the communi-
ties don’t want it. They don’t want it in their back yard. No community does.
(Shields, 1998a, p. 4A)

There has been some institutional learning in all of the turmoil associated with
the reform. During the second wave of contracting, participants report that there
have been more knowledgeable negotiations on both sides. New contracts, bid in
late 1999 for effect in July 2000, have new specifications to clear up technical mat-
ters regarding performance expectations (“Foster Care Contracts,” 1999).

CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Conclusions

The goal of foster care reform in Kansas was to contain costs while creating
incentives for the efficient and effective movement of children through the system
into permanent placements. The change from service delivery by state employees
and SRS to privatization through several contractors resulted from the confluence
of several trends and circumstances: (a) elected officials’ interest in getting control
of increasing costs and enhancing accountability, (b) program administrators’need
to define service demands and performance standards, (c) clients’ and taxpayers’
interest in better services at lower costs, and (d) contractors’ interest in expanding
their programs in the human service area. But there was also a subtext. Ideological
political pressure drove the decision to privatize (Donahue, 1989; Kettl, 1993;
Savas, 2000; Sclar, 2000). It was augmented by the SRS secretary’s realization that
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service contracting was the only viable response to out-of-court settlement man-
dates to increase service quality and the political impossibility of increasing SRS
funding or hiring additional staff members under existing conditions.

Reform implementation encountered difficulties. It cost much more than
expected. Services were not delivered as effectively or efficiently as planned. Con-
tractors faced issues of inadequate staffing, management capacity, and reimburse-
ment. And state officials faced substantial challenges as they sought to reconcile
participants’ different perspectives and expectations, as became evident in issues
related to the speed of the reform, costs, program design, and accountability.

These are serious issues. But given that this study’s objective is to demonstrate
the relationship between program difficulties and competing expectations of
accountability, two questions remain: To what extent and by what standard is SRS’s
privatization experiment in foster care reform delivering on its promises? And if
there are shortfalls, how much of the responsibility can be attributed to competing
expectations of accountability?

With respect to the first question, it is clear that the Kansas reforms did not meet
any of the participants’expectations fully. Political leaders were not able to contain
costs, and efforts to increase accountability have floundered. Instead, costs
increased from $24.5 million paid to contractors in FY 1997, the 1st year of the con-
tract, to $108.5 million in FY 1999 (Department of Social and Rehabilitation Ser-
vices, 1999, attachment L), plus an additional increase of $22.4 million to bring
new foster parents into the system in 1999 and 2000. However, state program
administrators were not able to increase the effectiveness or efficiency with which
foster care services were delivered. Contractors’caseloads remained high, and case
rate payment costs per foster child increased from an average of $13,665 in FY
1997 to an average of $15,511 in FY 1999 (Department of Social and Rehabilitation
Services, 1999, attachment L). Rather than reduce the foster care population, cases
increased largely because after the reform, SRS staff members were able to docu-
ment increased numbers of children needing foster care services because they were
unfettered by foster care casework responsibilities.

For taxpayers and clients, spiraling costs and contractor attempts to “shed”
responsibility for clients requiring costly services indicate that the initial concerns
leading to the privatization decision (cost containment and court-mandated evalua-
tion standards) were not diminished by the new system. A recent report indicates
that 7 years after the initial settlement agreement and 4 years after the privatization
initiation was launched, the state is in compliance with only 61% of the terms of the
foster care settlement agreement, with 59 of the original 153 settlement require-
ments still subject to monitoring (Legislative Division of Post Audit, 2000). The
independent monitoring body for the original ACLU lawsuit, Children’s Rights,
Inc., considers SRS’s corrective action plans for these remaining items to be “seri-
ously deficient” in specificity and accountability (Legislative Division of Post
Audit, 2000, p. 29). And contractors have clearly not been happy with the rate of
return for foster care services nor with the difficulties they have encountered in
responding to public criticism or legislative scrutiny. Two of the five contractors
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faced serious financial difficulties, threatening to push both into bankruptcy in the
summer of 2000 (Ranney, 2000b). The state of Kansas subsequently agreed to help
these contractors with an additional $5 million early in FY 2001 (Ranney, 2000a).

In relative terms, the issue of whether this reform delivered on its promises is
less clear cut. State human service programs tend to be described as problematic for
contracting because the responsible agencies have unclear objectives; inadequate
funding; high staff turnover; low morale; and constant criticism by the media, the
public, and (perhaps) legislators and courts. Welfare reform programs are nearly
always implemented as part of political agendas, without adequate administrative
input into such issues as the speed of implementation, program design, backup sys-
tems, or unanticipated costs. But this question has a clearer answer with respect to
accountability. There is no doubt that many factors related directly to the privatiza-
tion decision made program accountability both more complex and more
problematic.

For elected and appointed officials, assuring compliance is more difficult when
it involves both traditional supervision of program administrators and the more
challenging contract management with its monitoring and oversight on the basis of
contract compliance procedures. The state has had substantial difficulty developing
acceptable and realistic outcome measures and benchmarks for evaluating contrac-
tor performance. And these contractors, as the case study noted, were clearly not
prepared for the public scrutiny (e.g., open-records laws), court-mandated over-
sight over their operations and program outcomes, or application of public employ-
ees’ norms of responsibility to their operations that privatization brings. The level
of scrutiny the nonprofit organizations encountered was well above the usual expe-
riences of nonprofit organizations with public accountability, which has tradition-
ally been limited to the annual auditing of grant funds (Bardach & Lesser, 1996).
Finally, the addition of contractors to the “mix” makes it more difficult for clients
and the public to affix responsibility for inadequate performance, defined as failure
to meet performance benchmarks established in the contract (James Bell Associ-
ates, 1999a, 1999b).

With respect to the second question, not all the responsibility for difficulties with
the introduction of contracting can be attributed to competing expectations of
accountability. Clearly, there were general weaknesses with respect to program
planning, funding, and implementation. But it is clear that increasing the account-
ability matrix from a two-by-two to a two-by-three table (see Table 3) increases the
complexities and uncertainties attached to any program planning, funding, or
implementation decision. This is due to the differing objectives and perspectives of
various participants in the decision-making process.

Also, it is clear that the challenge posed by reconciling these three perspectives
is not new to government, any more than contracting itself is a recent innovation.
Governments have long used contractors to provide goods and deliver services. But
two factors complicate this perennial challenge. First, contracting is more extensive
than it previously has been. And contracting includes more and more services for
which it is more difficult to establish clear output-based, performance-based
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standards by both contractors and program administrators. These include social
services, corrections, and other human services. What has emerged from Kansas’s
experience is what Sclar (2000) refers to as relational contracting, a network of
interorganizational relationships between a state and its contractors that do not
meet the market model of arm’s-length contracts. Such contracting relationships do
not provide enhanced efficiency or the benefits of market competition; instead, they
require flexible adjustment to each party’s expectations regardless of formal stipu-
lations of legal contracts. When contracting fails, it places an increasing burden on
court systems, as the ultimate arbiters of systemic conflicts within our political sys-
tem, to adjudicate these conflicts, a task that has proved very challenging to the
judicial system (Gilmour & Jensen, 1998).

Implications

What are the implications of these case study findings for broader questions
about the context of current political and administrative decision making, the pros
and cons of market-based service provision mechanisms such as privatization, or
other contemporary public management and policy issues? Four such implications
seem worth exploring: (a) “Stories” are catalysts that dominate and shape political
discourse, including the debate over the advantages of welfare reform through pri-
vatization; (b) stories have limited effectiveness as instruments of program design
and implementation from either an administrative or a market perspective; (c) add-
ing markets as a third decision-making perspective complicates traditional political
and administrative relationships, including expectations of accountability; and (d)
public managers occupy a critical role because they are responsible for making sto-
ries come out “right,” regardless of countervailing administrative or market reali-
ties. All effective political stories have emotional appeal. The larger the gap
between the story’s message (e.g., privatization will bring efficiency to a bloated
government) and established fact, the greater the pressure on those who actually
have to craft policy and then make it work.

Stories Dominate and Shape Political Discourse

The first implication is that stories are incredibly powerful at articulating the ide-
ologies and discontents that shape political discourse. These are the anecdotes
elected officials understand and use to appeal to amorphous constituencies whose
votes and support they solicit. Because stories are the communications staple of the
political perspective, they are more powerful for politicians than either the facts,
findings, or data favored by the administrative perspective or the “bottom line”
favored by the market perspective.

Welfare reform has been driven by what Howard Gardner (1995) would charac-
terize as a powerful political story. On one hand, it feeds an instinct that those on
welfare are not only different from the rest of us but that they somehow simply have
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not tried hard enough to make something of their lives. On the other hand, how can
anyone feel that children should pay for the mistakes of their parents? We hear this
story told in many different ways to many different audiences. And for what are
largely inexplicable reasons, political storytellers of the 1990s found an ally in
advocates of the marketplace: that business rather than government could best meet
the needs of Americans. The rush to reform foster care in Kansas is the product of
these converging tales, with a governor and legislature willing to tell the story and
providers willing to believe that they could do a better job than the government
(SRS).

Stories Are Not Effective Blueprints for
Program Design or Service Delivery

The power of stories lies in their appeal to listeners’ hopes and fears as well as
their heads. So, storytelling is more suited to attacking the status quo or inspiring
change than to providing concrete program designs or service delivery plans. These
are more appropriately the domain of administrators or contractors. As we attend to
those aspects of reform, we must confront differences in frames of reference and
perceptions of accountability.

The important thing to realize is that the story of increased government effi-
ciency or reduced government through privatization attracts not only elected
officials but also contractors. Believing that the nongovernmental sector is more
efficient and that its workplace culture will allow greater managerial flexibility and
less concern for employee rights, contractors eagerly bid for privatized or con-
tracted services. They may find, as did foster care providers in Kansas, that their
markets are less controllable, their costs are greater, and the expectations of public
scrutiny and judicial oversight are more onerous than anticipated. But whatever the
outcome of the privatization story, it will involve the intersection of three decision-
making perspectives. Sometimes political, administrative, and market-based per-
spectives coincide and reinforce one another. But on other occasions, they conflict,
and nobody can predict which will prevail in any given circumstance. What we do
know is that it is simpler for a political system to manage expectations that stem
from two perspectives than to resolve those stemming from three.

Market Perspectives Complicate the Traditional
“Politics-Administration Dichotomy”

Although students of public administration tend to cluster the elements of this
general discussion under the term politics-administration dichotomy, this term is
neither accurate nor complete (Svara, 1998, 1999). Rather, it subsumes all we have
learned and take for granted about the relationship between elected officials and
professionals. It has developed over the years as a context and set of norms, includ-
ing the competing decision-making perspectives explored by Nalbandian (1994).
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The tripartite relationship among politics, administration, and markets is less
clearly understood. Of course, contracting out for service delivery and products has
been present for years in areas ranging from the defense industry to park mainte-
nance, for example. What makes the relationships different today is the ascendancy
of markets to a place of virtue and the powerful attraction of this story. This most
recent ascendancy of market values means that elected officials and government
professionals must understand the market perspective better than ever before.
Stories and contracts may be enough to engage a relationship, but they will not
make the relationship work.

Making Stories “Come Out Right”

The beginning of this article introduced the notion that senior-level administra-
tors are responsible for translating administrative and political perspectives on
decision making. Adding the perspectives of contractors (and even clients and tax-
payers) to the mix means that their real responsibility is making sure that each of
these key perspectives is satisfied by the outcome of the story. In the Kansas foster
care reform, this meant reconciling political, administrative, client, taxpayer, and
contractor expectations that privatization could achieve a client-centered welfare
system that made government “work better and cost less.”

Reconciling political and administrative perspectives has always been the respon-
sibility of senior managers, whether on special or routine occasions. Thus, no one
would deny the importance of top-level administrators being able to manage at the
intersection of political and administrative arenas. But with markets, there is a dif-
ference. Extraordinary events may bring top-level administrators in contact with
top-level nongovernmental executives, affording opportunities to interpret and accom-
modate the three different perspectives. But the rank and file who are managing
contracts and delivering services must staff everyday events. At these levels, the
opportunities and understanding necessary for reconciling the three different per-
spectives may not receive the same attention. More insular staff and organizational
cultures can constrain innovative thinking, especially of the sort needed for relational
contracting manifested in the Kansas foster care program. Successful contract
management may depend as much on changing the culture of an organization—the
willingness to develop a clear set of norms and expectations about privatization—
as it does on having adequate and well-trained contract management staff members
and clearly specified contracts. It may also be the case that the clarity and specific-
ity of performance norms and expectations are unrealistic goals to aspire to when
contracting in service social services areas.

What we find in this analysis is that inconsistencies among political, administra-
tive, and market perspectives may have implications for the success of market strat-
egies and as such affect the success of elected officials and administrators as well as
contract service providers.
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Recommendations for Future Research

This analysis uncovers an unexamined but nonetheless fundamental challenge
to successfully pursuing one aspect of the NPM: the challenge for managers of rec-
onciling a three-way matrix of competing perspectives and expectations of
accountability associated with politics, administration, and markets. It also implies
a research agenda related to (a) the individual development of senior managers, (b)
the comparative effectiveness of alternative public program delivery models under
varying circumstances, and (c) how organizational culture influences the ability of
“hybrid” delivery models to make the story come out right.

For senior managers, the challenge is to operate in an arena where all three dif-
ferent perspectives are “in play.” They must pay attention to all three simulta-
neously and develop management practices that will allow lower level staff mem-
bers to accommodate (if not reconcile) the competing perspectives as they affect
their more parochial responsibilities. When expectations of timely responsiveness
mix with public-private partnerships, more discretion is needed at the street level.
This raises a most interesting question: In this context, how does upper manage-
ment define and articulate its role and value in ways that make sense to others?

The power of market-based values is captured in the realization that Kansas pri-
vatized foster care even though a competitive market of providers did not and still
does not exist. This realization suggests that for public servants and those of us who
are students of government, more understanding of the compelling nature of mar-
kets and the expectations that emanate from them might be in the public interest.
Further, in using the term markets in this article, we have perhaps simplistically
lumped private vendors with nonprofit organizations. Further research should
explore the nonprofit perspective as distinct (Buchanan & McCarthy, 2001;
Considine & Lewis, 1999).

If successful contract management depends as much on the culture of an organi-
zation and its willingness to develop a clear set of norms and expectations about pri-
vatization as it does on the content of the contract itself, then studies of program
effectiveness must deal with the effectiveness of hybrid organizations. These are
the ones that represent, as they did in Kansas, the intersection of competing decision-
making perspectives and expectations of accountability.

NOTES

1. Readers may be tempted to assume that the low-cost estimates were due to principal opportun-
ism or neglect on the part of the state; neither assumption is correct. The inaccurate cost projections
were due to the long-standing practice of cross-subsidies within state administration and the relative
newness of the policy initiative. The state did not have reliable cost estimates for foster care because
it had never kept records that could show such costs. The initial contract cost estimates were the best
guesses of both the state and the contractors. Unreliable caseload estimates were due to the fact that
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linear projections were used. Once SRS staff members were freed of the responsibility to provide
foster care services, they had the time and capacity to investigate child abuse complaints in a more
timely and comprehensive manner, resulting in an unexpected upsurge in caseloads.

2. Because of the lack of provider competition in this market, the state runs the risk of agent
opportunism when a provider’s contracts are not renewed for some regions, yet they retain contracts
with the state.

3. In August 2001, United Methodist Youthville indicated that it lost $20 million during the 4-
year period of its foster care contract with the state. It contends that this was due in large part to faulty
information from the state (Ranney, 2001). Statements of elected officials indicate that they had an
expectation that privatization would result in efficiencies of administration that could save the state
money. Since the contracts were let, elected officials have expressed varying expectations regarding
whether the contractors should absorb any of the contract costs out of their private endowments.

4. In 2001, two of the five contracting nonprofit organizations encountered serious financial dif-
ficulties; one filed for bankruptcy in June 2001, and another is at risk for bankruptcy (“Provider Bat-
tles Money Woes,” 2001). The question of how concerned the state should be with providers’ finan-
cial health is complex. Obviously, the state should be concerned to the extent that the contractors’
financial health affects the quality of services. This is also of concern because the state retains ulti-
mate responsibility for the well-being of these clients if a provider is unable to meet its contractual
obligations. In light of the agency downsizing associated with the contracting decision, it is ques-
tionable whether the state retains the capacity to resume direct service delivery. The situation is fur-
ther complicated because the marketplace does not include many alternative providers.

5. We see examples of this in the niche marketing of social services in private schools, in which
private schools often choose not to offer supplemental educational services to children with espe-
cially challenging learning problems or disabilities. The expectation of private schools is that such
children will get those services from public schools. Given their funding structures, such services
are considered prohibitively expensive for private schools.

6. The degree of technical assistance offered to contractors by the state is a critical question, but it
is one that is beyond the scope of the discussion here. For further discussion of the role of technical
assistance in contracting see Johnston and Romzek (2000) and Romzek and Johnston (in press).
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